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 This research has the purpose for studying factors affecting to choose the service of 
enlarging trucks carrying goods of business operators in Nakhorn Pathom. The sample group is 
people using the service of enlarging trucks carrying goods of the business operators of enlarging 
trucks carrying goods in Nakhorn Pathom about 400 people by using the quota style. Tool used in 
the research are the questionnaire, the analysis of data using the frequency statistics, the 
percentage, the mean, the standard deviation, the analysis of factors affecting to choose the 
service of enlarging trucks carrying goods in Nakhorn Pathom by the multiple regression analysis. 
 The result found that 
            1. The demography aspect of the sample group primarily was male; their age was 
between 40-50 years old (31.3%); their educated level was high school diploma or equivalent 
(40.50%); the business profit was 500,001-1,000,000 baht (37.8%), their business type was the 
transportation of goods (49.0%). 

 2. Factors motivating the overview market was high. ( = 3.85 and S.D. = 0.46) 
When considering in each side found that the highest mean was the competitive development 
( = 4.18 and S.D. = 0.42); the secondary was the economical status ( = 4.09 and S.D. = 0.73) 
the technology ( = 4.06 and S.D. = 0.74)  the marketing promotion ( = 4.03 and S.D. = 0.64)  

the service ( = 3.91 and S.D. = 0.68)the location (3.88 and S.D. = 0.72) 
 3. Factors affecting to choose the service of enlarging trucks carrying goods was high. 
When considering in each side found that the highest. ( = 3.92 and S.D. = 0.40) mean was the 
material used for enlarging trucks ( = 3.79 and S.D. = 0.56); the secondary was the cost ( =
3.73 and S.D. = 0.55), the products style and the service ( = 3.69 and S.D. = 0.56). 
 4. The analysis of factors motivating the market affecting to choose the service of 
enlarging trucks carrying goods in Nakhorn Pathom generally found that 

1 = 1.26 – (0.14)X1 + (0.21)X2 + (0.25)X3 + (0.54)X4 + (0.10)X5 - (0.18)X6 when 
1 was the forecast. Factors motivating the market affecting to choose the service of enlarging 

trucks carrying goods in Nakhorn Pathom. The product style and the service by X1 was the 
service, X2 was the marketing promotion, X3 was the location, X4 was the rapidness of punctual, 
X5 was the technology and X6 was the economical status.  

2 = 2.14 – (0.13)X1 + (0.21)X2 + (0.50)X3 when 2 was the forecast. Factors 
motivating the market affecting to choose the service of enlarging trucks carrying goods in 
Nakhorn Pathom, the material used for enlarging trucks by X1 was the marketing promotion, X2 
was the location and X3 was the rapidness of punctual. 

3 =  1.98 – (0.26)X1 - (0.20)X2 + (0.53)X3 + (0.49)X4 - (0.37)X5 + (0.32)X6  when 
3 was the forecast. Factors motivating the market affecting to choose the service of enlarging 

trucks carrying goods in Nakorn Pathom in the cost by X1 was the promotion marketing, X2 was 
the location, X3 was the rapidness of the punctual, X4 was the technology, X5 was the economical 
status and X6 was the competitive development. 
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